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Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020, far-reaching implications can be seen on different areas covering
customers, retailers and shopping malls. Public avoided going out for shopping in light of the pandemic and social distancing rules.
Some brands had to suspend business due to economic pressure. A series of shopping malls-related infection cases surfaced.
These factors led to a drop in footfall and consumption, as well as popularity of some shopping malls . 



In continuation of last year’s “The Most Popular Shopping Malls” report, WisersAnalytics made use of an artificial intelligence
system to review the popularity and performance of different shopping malls in the digital world. The team detected and traced the
relevant social media data covering over 310 shopping malls across 18 districts in Hong Kong in the first half of 2021. The team
came up with a popularity ranking for shopping malls based on digital buzz, engagement (including comments, shares and likes) as
well as sentiment analysis.

In the first half of 2021, the team obtained a total of about 240,000 posts and over 30 million engagements related to different
shopping malls, marking year-on-year buzz and engagement growth of 26% and 74% respectively. 



With more than a year since the onset of the pandemic, new normal has formed and social distancing rules has been relaxed. Did
shopping malls manage to maintain popularity and survive against headwinds especially with the launches of different marketing
activities and privilege offers for customers? What made a shopping mall stand out?
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A Series of Privilege
Offers Launched by
Shopping Malls to
Substantially Drive Up
Digital Buzz
Public avoided going out for shopping since 2020 due to the
pandemic,

dragging

down

footfall

at

shopping

malls.

Many

shopping malls thus launched a wealth of consumption rebates
and privilege offers to entice customers. The launch of these
privilege

offers

continued

in

2021

even

though

the

outbreak

situation has slightly abated. 



According to WisersAnalytics analyst, among about 13,000 posts
related to Harbour City in the first half of 2021, the topic which
was mentioned most often was its privilege coupons. These
posts helped to drive up the digital buzz, which contributed to as
much as 73% of the total annual buzz in 2020. As a result,
Harbour City became the shopping mall with the highest digital
buzz for two consecutive years in 2020 and 2021. 



In the first half of 2021, a few rounds of Harbour City’s “Rewarding
Every Day” campaign were launched, making use of consumption
rebate coupons to drive “recycling consumption”. On top of that,
Harbour City launched its “#hcfood Sharing Rewards” initiative to
motivate customers to dine at Harbour City restaurants, share
posts on social media, follow and mention Harbour City’s official
account,

and

tag

designated

hashtag.

Dining

coupons

were

offered to selected participants in a bid to boost the digital buzz
of Harbour City. 



Apart

from

that,

other

shopping

malls

also

launched

similar

rebate campaigns, for example, shopping malls under Henderson
Land Development offered rebates with culinary and shopping
privileges. Customers can join their reward program to obtain
stamps after having spent designated amount with electronic
payment

at

the

shopping

malls

and

uploaded

the

receipts.

Electronic shopping coupons were offered to customers after
they collected designated amount of stamps. A great deal of
digital buzz was generated as a result.
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Driving Up Engagement by 

Celebrity Effect and Support 

from Fans

WisersAnalytics analyst also discovered that among about 10,000 top posts with the highest digital engagement, almost 70% of them
were released by artists and KOLs. The engagement of their posts accounted for over 60% of total data volume in the first half of 2021.




Obviously, artists and KOLs are having a higher number of fans. They enjoyed support from fans whenever they joined some public
events, which would easily lead to some kind of “celebrity effect”. If shopping malls can make good use of artists’ appeal, huge footfall
and digital buzz can be brought for the shopping malls within a short while.
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Among the 2,682 posts regarding ifc in the first half of
2021, 30% of them were related to brand events joined by
artists

and

KOLs

at

ifc,

which

led

to

over

400,000

engagement for ifc and accounted for 80% of the total in
the

first

half

of

2021

to

become

the

top

15

highest

engagement mall. Data collected in the first half of the year
alone attributed to improved overall ranking of ifc for 47
places compared to 2020. It also reflected the extent of
influence from artists and KOLs over digital engagement.

Shopping malls would achieve digital engagement with brand events joined by celebrities as invited by major retail tenants.
Although a certain level of digital buzz can be obtained in short term, however, the team has found that they were mostly indirect
effect after further investigation on the hot words. Event focus and attention would usually be shifting to the celebrities or brands
instead of to the shopping malls. 



K11 MUSEA organised Art Karnival since 14 May as an extension of the Hong Kong Art Month for each year. Unlike other traditional
exhibitions, it attached great importance to the experience and engagement of participants. On top of guided tours and workshops,
many large-scale art installations were set up as ideal photo taking spots, including a surreal and gigantic rose art installation “Rose
II” and a playful installation “Rose’s Allure”, set up at Victoria Dockside. Many celebrities and netizens were attracted to visit and
take pictures there. Data from related posts in 1.5 months brought over 160,000 engagement for K11 MUSEA, among which, over
70% engagement came from artists and KOLs.

Shopping malls can therefore still maintain their popularity without relying solely on major retail tenants for digital engagement.
Likewise, they can partner with artists and KOLs and invite them to events and take the role as ambassador or spokesperson so
as to bring a more direct boost in digital engagement and enhance the competitiveness of the shopping malls.
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Driving up Positive
Sentiment for
Shopping Malls by
Popular Retail
Tenants
Customers are very important to shopping malls. Their
satisfaction level towards the shopping malls and retail
tenants would affect how often they visit the malls, their
staying time and consumption power. 


Compared to 2020, Mira Place in Tsim Sha Tsui went up 73
places in the shopping mall ranking and became one of the
top five among the most popular shopping malls in Hong
Kong. The improved ranking was somehow contributed by its
retail tenants who were active in launching digital or social
media activities. Examples included Tiny and its related
brand B51, which accounted for 10% of the total buzz among
different retail tenants of Mira Place. The number of posts
released by them in the first half of 2021 increased almost
three-folded compared to that of the whole year in 2020. As
a result, the number of posts related to Mira Place in the first
half of the year has exceeded 70% of the total number in
2020.
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WisersAnalytics analyst not only reviewed and

WisersAnalytics came up with the Ranking of the Most Popular Shopping

analysed discussion levels over the network in

Malls and compared against the corresponding ranking performance last

relation to shopping malls, the team has also

year based on its computation of the collected digital buzz, engagement

made use of artificial intelligence to conduct

(including comments, shares and likes) as well as sentiment data:

sentiment analysis over the collected data. It
was

discovered

that

among

over

45,000

comments left in posts related to Mira Place
and its retail tenants, close to 70% of them
contained positive sentiment. Among almost

Ranking of the Most Popular


5,000 comments related to the abovementioned
active tenants, about half of them contained

Shopping Malls

positive messages.



vs 2020 rank

The

team

regarding

also

discovered

Times

Square

in

similar

examples

Causeway

Bay.

no.1

K11 MUSEA

—

no.2

Harbour City

5

no.3

Times Square

52

no.4

MOKO

24

no.5

Mira Place

73

T.O.P

1

Citywalk

14

no.8

Windsor House

33

no.9

Langham Place

16

The ONE

7

Among over 98,000 comments related to Times
Square and its retail tenants, close to half of
them showed positive sentiment. Among its
many retail tenants, Mask On was heatedly
discussed by netizens in March. Almost 60% of
the comments contained positive sentiment in
March. Some netizens even expressed intention
to purchase a few boxes of Mask On face
masks right away.



It was therefore evident that if netizens showed
positive attitude towards the shopping malls or
their retail tenants, it would be more likely for
them to pay more attention and visits to the
malls. Shopping malls can solicit more retail
tenants

who

got

a

higher

level

of

positive

sentiment from customers. This can help to
enhance the appeal of the shopping malls. In
addition, shopping malls can partner with such
retail tenants to make customers think of the
shopping malls with more positive light, who
would then be enticed to pay more attention

no.6

and visits to the malls. Digital buzz can be
increased as a result.

no.7

no.10
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No. 1 Most Popular Shopping Mall: 

K11 MUSEA
K11 MUSEA clinched the first place for the second consecutive year and became the most popular cultural-retail complex. It succeeded
in getting over two million engagement with over 10,000 posts in the first half of 2021. Apart from the abovementioned Art Karnival,
which featured various photo-taking spots, other factors contributing to its success were related to major retail tenants and K11
MUSEA’s ability to turn the mall’s COVID-19 outbreak into business opportunities. To attract customers, K11 MUSEA was committed to
organising a variety of activities to tie in with its art positioning as a cultural-retail complex. Its digital buzz facilitated a direct link
between activities and the mall. Higher popularity was achieved as a result.

A series of effective anti-epidemic measures was well-received
Crisis management and anti-epidemic handling capability of K11 MUSEA were
hotly discussed by netizens after an outbreak surfaced at one of its restaurants.
Such discussions accounted for about 13% of the digital buzz and engagement
in March. K11 MUSEA’s quick response was well-received by netizens as shown
in a large number of posts. Among about 2,600 comments, more than half
contained positive messages praising K11 MUSEA for its commitment, quick and
decisive response as well as disinfection and cleaning work amid business
suspension.





On the other hand, many posts also mentioned the deployment of smart
disinfection robots taking care of thorough disinfection work across K11 MUSEA.
The deployment put customers at ease. Some customers even searched the
whereabouts of the robots and took pictures.

What’s

more, K11 MUSEA was

creative in turning these robots into Easter bunnies to assist customers in
hunting for their Easter eggs.

LEGOLAND Discovery Centre as a new interactive parent-child playground
The opening of LEGOLAND Discovery Centre was another hot topic
among netizens on 6 March. The playground covered a floor area of
30,000 square feet. K11 MUSEA re-opened on 6 March after closing for a
few days due to the outbreak. Hot words of “the first largest super
indoor LEGO® playground in Hong Kong”, “a must-visit place for LEGO
fans” and “a nice parent-child playground”, became the focus of March.
A

large

number

of

posts

were

released

by

the

media

and

KOLs

introducing the 10 LEGO®-themed play areas and different facilities,
which accounted for 11% of the digital buzz in March and 14% of the
total sharing in the first half of 2021. Over half of the comments related
to the topic got positive feedback from netizens. Many netizens left
messages and expressed intention to visit the playground with friends,
while some netizens deemed it a fun playground for both adults and
children.
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No.2 Most Popular Shopping Mall: 

Harbour City

Apart from a series of consumption activities mentioned above, major retail tenants of Harbour City also contributed to bringing up the
mall’s popularity. Thanks to its popular coffee shop and various activities launched by retail tenants, Harbour City got more than 12,000
posts in the first half of 2021, making it No.2 most popular shopping mall in Hong Kong.

Popular coffee shop became a hot spot for photo-taking
Cupping Room Coffee Roasters has been open at Harbour City since January. It was
a must-visit place for fans thanks to its panoramic Victoria Harbour view and glass
wall. Members of the public visited the coffee shop and took pictures even though
“the queue was super long”. It accounted for over 20% engagement in January. More
than 60% of the related posts were released by KOLs, which brought 170,000
engagement for Harbour City. Among the 7,507 relevant comments, close to 60% of
them showed positive inclination. Netizens commented to praise the wonderful sea
view and expressed strong desire to pay a visit and take pictures there.

Local celebrities helped to drive up digital enthusiasm
As mentioned above, artists and KOLs are having more fans. In general, retail
tenants would invite them to join brand events to help drive up netizens’ enthusiasm.
The team discovered that among data related to Harbour City, the three posts with
the highest engagement were all related to brand activities joined by celebrities at
Harbour City. 



In the first half of 2021, many major retail tenants organised brand events at Harbour
City such as “Look of Love” launched by Charlotte Tilbury, Doraemon x Gucci’s
collaborated pop-up store as well as a pop-up coffee shop launched by FENDI
CAFFE.

With members of the popular boy band Mirror, young star Lucy Lee and

artiste Heidi Lee’s participation, FENDI CAFFE were effective in boosting the digital
engagement for Harbour City. Although the related topics did not generate digital
buzz as much as other topics, these artists and KOLs had a large number of fans,
thus in just two weeks of time, FENDI CAFFE contributed to about 10% of the total
engagement of Harbour City in the first half of 2021.
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No.3 Most Popular Shopping Mall: 

Times Square

Times Square became No.3 most popular shopping mall. The themes of the topics related to Times Square in the first half of 2021
resonated with the public most readily. Although the digital buzz of Times Squares was less than half of that of the top two shopping
malls, it succeeded in achieving interaction and resonance with netizens.

Continuing a young spirit with classic cartoon character
Classic cartoon character Donald Duck is certainly a household name. Times Square held a two-month carnival called Donald Duck
Geometric World starting from April. On top of pop-up stores, a 1:1 original large-size Donald Duck installation was also set up for
visitors to take pictures. Seven interactive fun zones themed on Donald Duck and friends were featured as well. The experience helped
to enhance participants’ interaction and sense of engagement. According to big data, the activity accounted for about 12% of the digital
buzz and engagement obtained by Times Square in April to June. Close to 70% of the 15,000 related comments were positive with
netizens praising the cute and youthful characters and the abundance of photo-taking spots.

Collaborated exhibition making use of pop culture to build solidarity
On top of resonating with the public based on youthful classic
cartoon character, Times Square also teamed up with Shuffle &
Repeat to organise an 80-day music campaign called CantoPop
101. Well-known pop songs with familiar language were featured
to communicate and interact with the public enhancing resonance
and

solidarity.

It

also

featured

multi-media

exhibitions,

workshops, seminars and audition activities. Singers were invited
to perform on site. With familiar songs and well-known singers, it
attracted

netizens’

participation

and

drove

up

the

digital

engagement. For the second-phase exhibition staged in June
featuring Cantopop of tomorrow, it accounted for over 30% of the
digital engagement of Times Square in June with a peak recorded
in the first half of 2021.
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Founded in Hong Kong in 1998, Wisers is the world's leading expert in all-media big data smart business intelligence solutions. Based
on 20 years of collecting massive media data, cutting-edge AI development and scientific analysis model, Wisers provides innovative
products and solutions to more than 2,500 customers around the world.

Contact Us
+852 2948 3600
info@wisers.com

